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Peace of mind

Today, everybody is the target of successful cybercrime 
business models and the average cost of a single incident 
has climbed to more than 4 million EUR. The inability of 
traditional, automated security technology to address 
advanced attacks has resulted in more than 270 days 
needed by organizations to detect a security breach. 

Reduce 270 days to mere minutes
By deploying 24x7 managed security monitoring, 
incident detection, and incident response services, you 
can reduce these 270 days to minutes, and respond in 
time to contain or completely preventa catastrophic 
breaches. Conscia Cyberdefense XDR is a 
comprehensive  solution that provides you with MDR 
services based on the Microsoft 365 Defender 
technology stack. 

Your preferred technology 
combined with our expert team
Conscia Cyberdefense XDR takes the advantage of 
advanced prevention and detection capabilities of the 
Microsoft 365 Defender stack, extracting the maximum 
value of your technology investment. While the 
Microsoft 365 Defender stack provides excellent 
visibility, our SOC team provides the required detection 
and response expertise and experience.

True security collaboration
Our goal is to act as an extension of your operations 
team, providing the expert skills where your 
organization lacks them, and freeing your teams to 
focus on what they do best.  Our goal is to provide 
continuous MDR services, as well as create a 
partnership of continuous improvements designed to 
take your organization to its next security maturity level.



Conscia Cyberdefense XDR Services
Conscia Cyberdefense XDR services provide the following core managed 
capabilities: 

● 24x7 security monitoring, triage and investigation.

● 24x7 active threat hunting.

● 24x7 on-demand  incident response team readiness.
● 24x7 security hotline.
● Custom detection use-cases and threat hunts that increase 

visibility, as well as address emerging threats faster than  
technology vendors.

● Extremely low impact on your team's workload.
● A dedicated senior security analyst attached to each customer 

for on-demand consulting.
● 60-minute time-to-detection and time-to-response SLA for 

critical events.
● Prioritisation of analysis processes based on customer-specific 

business impact and asset exposure.
● On-premises and cloud asset coverage.
● Expert incident reports.
● Expertly-curated monthly reports with security improvement 

recommendations.
● An intuitive service portal for service insight and collaboration.
● Weekly or flash threat reports on emerging threats.
● Integration with service desks and ticketing systems.

Grow at any time
Whenever you need to increase the scope of your risk management, we 
are ready to extend our defensive cloak. You can easily upgrade to 
Conscia Cyberdefense Enterprise service to enjoy the following 
additional capabilities: 

● Vertical-specific detection solutions for financial, industrial/
manufacturing, and healthcare environments.

● Managed red teaming.
● Managed data leakage detection of your sensitive documents and

credentials on the dark and clear web, as well as brand protection.

● Reliable response automation to accelerate preventive activity.
● Incorporating your network defenses, applications, and other data

sources into the security monitoring service.

Conscia Cyberdefense 
XDR Technology 
Stack
Microsoft 

● Defender for Endpoint P2 /
Business

● Defender for Identity

● Defender for Office365
● Defender for Cloud Apps

● Defender for Cloud

● Azure AD Identity Protection

● ... and more

Why choose Conscia?
● Decades of expertise

culminating in our analysis,
research, and threat
intelligence teams

● Extensive proprietary detection
framework extending vendor
offerings by 30% or more

● SANS GIAC-certified team and
ISO 27001-certified facilities
and processes

● Country-local presence of
security experts

Conscia is a “Network of Knowledge” and an ICT service provider specializing in cyber security, IT infrastructure solutions, and 
managed services. As a trusted advisor, Conscia strives to support customers’ business-critical IT infrastructure across their entire 
value chain; from the design, implementation, and operation to optimization. 

A strategic goal for Conscia is to be the most sought after workplace for talented IT infrastructure specialists in Europe. Today, the 
Conscia Group has close to 900 employees in six countries (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, the Netherlands, and Slovenia) 
and an annual turnover of more than DKK 2.5 billion. 
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